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6 hours of battery playtime 
with high-capacity Li-Ion rechargeable battery 

Carry the compact and ultra-light EON ONE PRO  
with just one hand it’s only 37.5 lbs/17 kg

Wireless Bluetooth streaming   
of break music or backing tracks

Easily plug in and mix multiple microphones 
and instruments through its integrated 7-channel  
mixer featuring Hi-Z inputs, phantom power, and XLR  
pass-thru for expansion  

Keep your mobile device handy and powered up  
with a built-in stand and USB charging port

Capture the moment or add lighting effects  
with the built-in accessory mount for a camera  
or lighting element

Deliver chest-thumping bass and coverage  
through an unobstructed 8” subwoofer and linear array design

Get that world-renowned JBL Professional sound, anytime, 
anywhere with the new JBL EON ONE PRO—the first, 
portable, battery-powered, linear-array PA system in its 
class. With a lighter, more compact design and up to six 
hours of play time provided by a rechargeable lithium-ion 
battery, you can now take your performances to places 
you’ve only dreamed of. Bring the band along and get 
pristine audio quality through its seven-channel analog 
mixer with integrated effects. And keep the crowd engaged 
between sets by streaming Bluetooth® audio from your 
mobile device.

Carry your PA with just one hand. Set up and get that 
legendary JBL sound in seconds. Cut the cord and 
give your fans powerful, unique experiences—pop-up 
performances, remote weddings, subway stops, beach 
bonfires, rooftops, street corners, and more—the only 
limitation is your imagination. PLAY ANYWHERE with the 
new JBL EON ONE PRO.
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PLAY ANYWHERE - TAKE YOUR PERFORMANCE TO NEW PLACES 
The EON ONE PRO empowers you to give your fans incredible
live experiences, wherever your inspiration takes you—on a
mountain or the beach, subway or streetside—even when you
can’t plug in. Music transcends boundaries, why shouldn’t your
PA? That’s why we created the first-in-class battery-powered
linear-array PA system, so you get amazing sound everywhere
you go. The rechargeable lithium-ion battery provides up
to six hours of play time, so you can give back-to-back
performances without an outlet. Leave the generator at home.
 
SOUND AND COVERAGE ACROSS ALL ANGLES
Leveraging JBL’s patented, pioneering research and
development around linear array design, the EON ONE PRO
optimizes sound dispersion so your audience can hear your
performance from all angles—even from behind. Similar to
the technology used in large venue speaker arrays, the JBL
EON ONE PRO optimizes the spacing of each driver to ensure
amazing sound quality and consistent directionality, allowing
your crowd to hear every note, from every angle, just as you
intended it. EON ONE PRO houses an incredible 8” subwoofer
with bass-flex technology providing well-defined low frequency
response that you would only expect from larger PA solutions.  

COMPACT AND EASY-TO-CARRY DESIGN
With EON ONE PRO’s easy-to-carry, lightweight and versatile 
design, you only need one hand—and one trip from the 
car. The linear-array speaker system fully collapses into 
the base, no shoulder bags or multiple trips required. An 
ergonomic handle design and light weight of just 37.5 
pounds (17 kg) means EON ONE PRO rests perfectly 
parallel to your body during transport—making it easy 
to take it with you to even the most remote locations.

THE CONNECTIONS YOU NEED
EON ONE PRO’s streamlined 7-channel mixer has the inputs,
effects, and features you need for the perfect mix. Get
optimal sound from electric guitars and other instruments by
plugging into its two Hi-Z inputs, and take advantage of the
warmth of professional condenser microphones with +48v
phantom power. With four combo ¼” / XLR inputs, a 3.5mm
jack, and a stereo RCA input, you can connect virtually
anything you desire. Bass, treble and reverb controls allow
you to fine tune your tone. And for an even bigger sound,
connect a second EON ONE PRO to the pass-thru input.  

STREAM BLUETOOTH AUDIO WHENEVER YOU NEED IT
No wires, no problems. With EON ONE PRO, keeping your
crowd engaged when the bands on break is easier than
ever. Stream music from any Bluetooth-enabled device to
keep the party going, or even use this for backing tracks.
And, with a built-in USB port, you won’t need to worry about
keeping your device charged—just plug it in. There’s even
a built-in tablet stand so your device is always in reach.  

CAPTURE YOUR PERFORMANCE OR SET THE VIBE 
You spend so much time working to get that perfect
sound and performance, it deserves to be captured. The
EON ONE PRO features an accessory mount located
at the top of the line-array speakers—simply attach a
GoPro® camera and you’re ready to record. You can
also add a lighting element to set the perfect vibe. 
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• Battery: lithium-ion rechargeable, 

6-hour play time

• Max SPL: 118 dB (peak)

• Bass: 8” LF bass unit

• Driver: 6 x 2” HF drivers

• 100° x 50° Clean Coverage using patent-
pending Directivity Control Geometry

• Seven-channel mixer with Bluetooth 
streaming audio, (4) 1/4”/XLR, (1) 3.5 mm, 
(1) stereo RCA, +48V phantom power, 
Hi-Z, and a pass-thru XLR connector

• USB charging port and built-
in tablet/phone stand

• Weight: 37.5 lbs. / 17 kg

• Accessories: Optional wheeled bag, attachment 
mount for GoPro® camera or lighting element
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